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Firstly – what is ‘sustainable
development’?
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Sustainable development?

“Sustainable Development is development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It

contains within it two key concepts: the concept of needs; and the idea of
limitations imposed on the environment.”

Brundtland’s Earth Summit blueprint for Sustainable Development
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What are ‘needs’ and how are they satisfied to
deliver wellbeing?

Maslow, Sen, Max-Neef and others have
all detailed sets of underlying ‘needs’

Satisfaction of these underlying ‘needs’
leads to wellbeing – ‘feeling good and
functioning well’.
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How do we define ‘wellbeing’?

‘Feeling good and functioning well - the quality of a persons experience of their
lives and a dynamic process that gives people a sense of how their lives are
going, through the interaction between their circumstances, activities and

psychological resources.’

Government Foresight report.
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Wellbeing-needs are going to be key to the
new UN SDGs

“One of the key planks of the SDGs is that we need better measurement of
wellbeing and one way is to ask people how well are you doing, life

satisfaction.”

Jeffrey Sachs, Ban ki Moon’s special advisor on the SDGs
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State of the world context

– ecological overshoot and wellbeing

undershoot



We are treating capital as income and overshooting
planetary limits

Globally we are already 30% beyond safe footprint consuming 1.5 times carrying capacity
according to WWF

If everyone in the world lived as we do in the UK we would need three planets
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Living off the earth’s
capital not interest



Its not just the planet but a wellbeing failure

• Despite exponential economic
growth, the rich world suffers
from flat-lining wellbeing whilst
billions in the developing world
live below subsistence levels

• Britain is experiencing rapid
growth in ill-being - depression
(2m+), drug abuse (1m+),
extreme stress (5m) and
unhappiness
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“The ‘insatiability doctrine’ - we spend money we don’t have, on
things we don’t need, to make impressions that don’t last, on

people we don’t care about.”
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“that ecological
damage should be the

result of a series of
consumption practices

which clearly fail to
increase wellbeing has

all the
characteristics of a
social pathology.”



Less ‘developed’ countries like Costa Rica (1st) are far more successful and ecologically
efficient than countries like the UK (74th) at delivering long, happy lives.
Costa Rica has a near-Scandinavian economic welfare model, universal adult literacy,
no military costs, a strong ‘core’ economy of social networks, 99% renewable power,
carbon tax and low deforestation.
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The Happy Planet Index



The end of growth

- as material throughput and pollution are in

lock-step with growth, there is a rising

consensus that we are near or at limits to global

growth



Decoupling between growth and
throughout/pollution – the ultimate

challenge
Intensity and scale are both as important – both need to fall for absolute
decoupling
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NB. Even relative decoupling isn’t always happening. Resource productivity in the use of some structural
materials (iron ore, bauxite, cement) has been declining globally since 2000, as the emerging economies
build up physical infrastructures, leading to accelerating resource throughput.



The scale of the challenge
If by 2050 9bn incomes are at
EU plus 2%p.a then to stay
below 450ppm, carbon
intensity needs to fall by
11%pa from current
770gco2/$ to 6gco2/$ in
2050. This is a 130 fold
improvement.

BUT - 1990-2007 carbon
intensities (T) fell only 0.7%pa
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T.Jackson, Prosperity
Without Growth



Luckily, emerging macro-economic models
show prosperity and wellbeing without growth

is possible
• New macro-economic models suggest that we can active Kyoto carbon

emissions targets, high employment levels, fiscal balance and high
wellbeing with zero growth.
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If not growth then what?

– ‘prosperity through wealth and growth’ is
being replaced by mainstream socio-

economic narratives of
‘prosperity through wellbeing’
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Capitalism is said to be in crisis mode and there
are calls for a new economics
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The World Economic Forum corporate members
are calling for a shift to an intrinsic values,

wellbeing-needs perspective

“We must get across the message that we are no longer selling ‘stuff’; we are
enhancing people’s well-being overall.” Davos 2010 Redesigning Business Value

report

“Development – qualitative improvements in people’s lives – is more important than
narrow definitions of growth – quantitative increases in the size of an economy or
in the scale of its throughputs. Our economic imperative should be to meet needs

rather than create wants.” Davos 2011 The Consumption Dilemma report
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Wellbeing innovation goes mainstream with HBR
in 2011

Forthcoming HBR magazine article by Jules
Peck on the same subject



Prosperity through wellbeing
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So what are the key determinants of
wellbeing?
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Not money above around $20,000
income…..
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Studies show that
wellbeing is
determined by:

47% genes and
upbringing;

40% activities and
outlook:

only 7% income

Note - for those below $20,000 money has more importance but still wellbeing mostly
comes from non material needs satisfaction for all but the starving



What does bring wellbeing?

“Peoples' ability to flourish is
correlated to their ability to give and
receive love, to enjoy the respect of

peers, to contribute useful work, and
to have a sense of belonging and

trust in the community”

Professor Tim Jackson
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Self-transcendence

Physical self
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Wellbeing closely correlates with intrinsic values

The values circumplex – Professor Tim Kasser

"Those only are happy . . .
who have their minds fixed
on some object other than

their own happiness.”
J S Mill



The need for a Citizen Renaissance, from a Me to
a We world

Extrinsic consumerist values reduce societal wellbeing:
• The Me world ‘perfect consumer’ is motivated by

shallow-held and fickle extrinsic values contingent on
the perceptions of others, such as materialism, self
focus and wealth – they have lower levels of
wellbeing, reduce the wellbeing of those around
them and have higher levels of materialism and
environmental footprints.

• The We world ‘perfect citizen’ is motivated by
deeper, more lasting intrinsic values like personal
growth and community – they have high levels of
wellbeing and low environmental/materialist
footprints. They are more likely to be motivated by
environmental and social concerns.
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What’s the brand value for purpose-driven
companies tuning in to intrinsic values

associated with wellbeing?

Do you want customers whose values are extrinsic, fickle, shallow and short-term
held with low levels of wellbeing and high footprints, less likely to consume
consciously?

Or customers with intrinsically orientated, deeper held longer lasting values
associated with high levels of wellbeing, engaged with their community and
inclined to responsible conscious consuming?

Brands of purpose driven companies, which communicate their social purpose
through intrinsic, wellbeing values, and whose businesses support the flourishing
of wellbeing, might expect to have a more strongly held, longer lasting loyalty
from customers.
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How might commerce support the shift to wellbeing
and intrinsic values?

- innovation trends in Collaborative Consumption and
community enterprise space



The “second green revolution” - the rise of
‘Collaborative Consumption’

Collaborative Consumption’ (freecycle, landshare, techshop,
whipcar etc) is the cultural and economic force away from 'hyper-
consumption' to delivering to customer wellbeing-needs

Its based on peer to peer sharing, swapping, bartering, trading or
renting – all enabled by advances in social media and online
platforms.



Consuming collaboratively touches all the key intrinsic
vectors of wellbeing: ‘connect’, ‘trust’, ‘building

relationships’, ‘sharing’ and ‘give back’
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Botsman and Rogers say in the bible of CC
- What’s Mine Is Yours - “Collaborative
Consumption is part of a shift from a
production-orientated measurement to a
system of value that also takes into
consideration the wellbeing of current
and future generations to serve basic
human needs for community, individual
identity, recognition and meaningful
activity.”



Example - Airbnb - renting space in your home
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Example of low footprint high wellbeing
innovation - Brainwash
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A San Francisco laundromat, come bar, come
cultural and social meet-ups hub.

Replaces numerous home-based washing
machines, reduces footprint of washing, builds
community and wellbeing through ‘connecting’.

“In Brainwash, instead of trying to change
consumers, the washing system itself has changed

to accommodate needs and wants in a more
sustainable and appealing way, with little burden

on the individual.”



Example of the wellbeing dividend in sustainable
developments -Transition Streets
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“People taking part consistently report that the greatest benefits to them
are around wellbeing and the new social connections they have made

with their neighbours. They feel more connected to, and part of,
their local community.”



The rise of Community energy, food and
supermarket and currency  initiatives
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Collaborative Repair Cafes and community
upcycling



How are the corporate world
tuning in to these trends?
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The trend for ‘Happy’ marketing…..

“In the face of the struggling economy, advertisers have looked to connect with
consumers on a more simple and fundamental level by promising happiness.”

Professor Mogilner of Penn, Professors Aaker and Kamvar of Stanford

IKEA – ‘Happy Inside’ campaign.

Nesquik – ‘you can’t buy happiness but you can drink it’.

Dunkin Dionuts - ‘the happiest sandwich on earth’.

Nivea offers a body lotion ‘Happy Sensational.’

Hugo Boss - ‘Orange, the fragrance of happiness’.

Clinique - ‘Clinique Happy’ perfume.

Lexus – ‘Whoever said money can’t buy happiness is not spending it right’.

BMW ‘stories of Joy’ campaign to help consumers share their joy of motoring…..
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Slightly more thoughtful attempts…….

Coca Cola - ‘Open Happiness’ campaign encourages consumers to take a small break
from the day to connect and share happiness with others.

Yahoo – ‘Purple Acts of Kindness’ campaign to spread happiness by encouraging
small acts of kindness.

Orange’s brand focuses on concepts of community and togetherness.
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Rebuilding community values - B&Q’s Streetclub
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‘I am convinced that this approach, bringing a wellbeing lens to strategic and
sustainability challenges, is one of the most exciting areas for breakthrough

innovation. It can bring a valuable new strategic compass to the journey we are
on as a company.”

Ian Cheshire, CEO Kingfisher B&Q



SSE and Bath and West Community Energy
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“An important part of this relates to wellbeing and to work we are doing with
Jules Peck, to integrate wellbeing as a lens for strategic innovation. As a

company we are looking at how to bring the idea of wellbeing into our
strategic planning and supporting community energy projects is an

example of this. Community energy projects help people connect with each
other, identify with their community and be active within it. These help
people take active control of an important aspect of their lives and that
correlates with wellbeing. We want to help B&WCE to better understand

people's real needs and deliver sustainable solutions that work for those needs.
Companies can and must make a positive contribution to wellbeing.” Ian

Marchant, CEO, SSE



Building wellbeing and intrinsic values into products
and service offers

B. Starting with current products
or services – mapping how they
support or detract from
delivering to wellbeing needs
and what strategic
improvements can be made.

A. Wellbeing Needfinding and User
Centered Design - starting with the
customer’s wellbeing needs and
developing new product-service-
system innovations to satisfy them.



Example of Marshalls street paving and furniture
mapped against vectors of wellbeing
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Increased feeling of safety.

Increased feelings of ownership and belonging.

Greater awareness and appreciation of surroundings.

More walking/cycling.

Reduced social isolation.

Increased autonomy.

Reduced frustration/stress.

Increased feeling of control over local decision making.


